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Introduction
Symbiosis Centre for Management and Human Resource Development (SCMHRD) is one of the top business schools
in India. It is a constituent of Symbiosis International (Deemed University) which is one of the top 100 Universities in
the country by National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF), 2019. SCMHRD has been ranked amongst the top
20 B-Schools consistently in India by various national level agencies (https://www.scmhrd.edu/allindustryinteraction).
SCMHRD’s ranking and position among the Indian Bschools is on account of its agility to adapt to the dynamic business
corporate partners. The faculty team comprises of Academic scholars and practicing business professionals. The
areas of teaching and research interest of faculty are in accounting & finance, economics, analytics, marketing, human
resource management, operations, sustainability, infrastructure development & management and strategy. Faculty
the academic programs. The School has state-of-the-art facilities that provide a user friendly learning environment for
and future outlook. One key principle is that the B-school must be prepared to be a catalyst of change for serving
the society. This principle is based on the motto of our Founder and President, Prof (Dr.) S B Mujumdar: “Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakkam" ("World is one Family"). The Vision and Mission of the Bschool emerges out of the Vision, Mission
and Strategic goals of the University. The Vision and Mission of Symbiosis International (Deemed University) (SIU)
are as follows:
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Vision and Mission of the University
SIU’s Vision: Promoting international understanding through quality education
SIU’s Mission:
•

to inculcate spirit of 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam' (the world is one family)

•

to contribute towards knowledge generation and dissemination

•

to promote ethical and value-based learning

•

to foster the spirit of national development

•

to inculcate cross cultural sensitization

•

to develop global competencies amongst students

•

to nurture creativity and encourage entrepreneurship

•

to enhance employability and contribute to human resource development

•
•

to instill sensitivity amongst the youth towards the community and environment

•

to produce thought provoking leaders for the society

Vision, Mission and Values of SCMHRD
The Vision, Mission and Values of SCMHRD are derived from the mission of its parent University, SIU

SCMHRD’s Vision:
To be the preferred provider of management education that builds global citizens.

SCMHRD’s Mission
The school’s mission statement is to align management education as a contributor to social betterment, human
development and economic prosperity.
•

We practice applied research to deliver business focused solution.

•

We provide value based education through experiential learning

•

We commit to people and community

•

We develop continuously employable human resources having global and regional understanding.

SCMHRD’s Values
The core values of SCMHRD are:
•

Collaboration for team based learning, knowledge exchange and interdisciplinary applied research, with academia
and industry, within India and internationally

•

Commitment to people and society by providing services and education to unprivileged and marginalized sections
of society specially children

•

Diversity and Equality by imparting education to students and corporates of various nationality, region, gender,
language, religion, caste and academic background without discrimination.

•

Integrity and transparency in all our processes and activities

•

Quality and Excellence in all engagements with the stakeholders

Strategic Planning Background and Process
Background
In April 2014, SCMHRD began a strategic planning process to serve as a guide to the B-School during the strategic
planning cycle (2014-19). The last five years’ journey is visible through the growth, credibility enhancement, enhanced
branding and continuous innovations to reach greater height in terms of business education in India. As the school grew
in terms of programs, qualified faculty and quality of students there have been growing demands and expectations
and engagements have increased over the years. In last five years, the school has emerged among the top 15 business
schools in India (https://www.scmhrd.edu/allindustryinteraction). The intellectual output in the form of applied research
publications in refereed and high impact journals, books, monographs, cases, awards & recognitions have continuously
increased in terms of both quality and quantity.
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Figure 1: Publication at a Glance
The number of applications for all our programs MBA, MBA (IDM, Infrastructure Development & Management) and MBA
(BA, Business Analytics) have increased. SCMHRD has been able to improve in adoption and imparting of a technology
based education. SCMHRD has, also, been successful in establishing relationships with various academic institutes
and Universities globally through various exchange programs, international conferences and research collaborations.
Partnerships with industry for co-creation and sharing of knowledge has increased over the five years through various
immersion programs, executive & management development programs (since April 2020), projects, seminars, guest
lecture series, leadership series and mentoring programs. Engagement with society has improved through various social
and developmental projects with NGOs, schools and Urban Local Bodies. Students have brought laurels to the school
by winning in international competitions such as CFA Research Challenge, Alira Health - SDA Bocconi International
Business Award, World Business Plan Competition at Abu Dhabi to name a few and acquiring international certification
such as CFA1, FRM2 and CSCP3 CAPM4 .The School is pursuing AACSB Accreditation and is likely to be accredited by
February 2020.
In January 2019, the Internal Quality Assurance Cell reviewed the Strategic Planning Process which resulted in a revised
Strategic Document. Several changes have taken place since 2014. The key changes are: (1) the B-school, as a constituent
of Symbiosis International (Deemed) University has been reaccredited by National Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC) with a CGPA of 3.58 out of 4. (2) The B-school has been advised by initial accreditation Committee
aspirational and distinctive for driving strategic planning of the school. Given these factors, the amended planning
in a manner that is consistent with the revised mission. Furthermore, the mission statement outlines a process that

Mission Ideation Process

1 Chartered Financial Analyst
2 Financial Risk Management
3 Certified Supply Change Project Management Professional
(www.apics.org)
4 Certified Associate in Project Management/ Project Management Professional

(www.pmi.org)
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The School's Mission Statement along with its Vision and Strategy 2019-2024 provide a master plan for future growth
and development. The Mission Statement was revised in January 2019, with participation from stakeholders. Following
is the process, in which the stakeholders were engaged in mission development process.

Figure 2: Mission Development Process

Mission Development Process
The School's Mission Statement along with its Vision and Strategy 2019-2024 provide a master plan for future growth
and development. The Mission Statement was revised in January 2019, with participation from stakeholders. Following
is the process, in which the stakeholders were engaged in mission development process.

Strategic Plan Process
Five-year Review by Internal Quality Assurance Cell of SCMHRD:
•

Conducts review of Vision, Mission, Values (VMV) and strategic goals based on evaluation of appropriateness of
VMV and Strategic goals in the current internal and external environment.

•

Involves administrators, faculty, alumni, and industry experts serving various statutory committees of the School.

•

Revises/develops (if required) new VMV and strategic goals and objectives for the next five years.

The time line for a comprehensive review may be accelerated if and when there is either a change either in mission,
strategic goals or leadership of the School.

Annual Review
•

Each department in the School (Finance, Human Resource, Marketing, Operations and General Management) will
create a Strategic Plan with inputs from faculty, alumni, practitioners and academicians from other Universities
during the departmental Academic Review Committee meetings. The Plan sets forth the department’s strategic
goals and objectives for the succeeding academic year.

•

Each Head of the department (Finance, Human Resource Marketing, Operations, and General Management) in the
B-School reviews their resource requirements and future plans in terms of innovation, impact and engagement
with their stakeholders and presents them to the Director during the budget meetings.

•

The Director in consultation with IQAC of the B-school reviews the strategic plans of each department and
prioritizes the requests for resources for the next academic year. The prioritized requests are then reviewed by
the Program Review Committee (PRC) of the School. This finalized document is then submitted to the Symbiosis
Society for consideration.

•

The IQAC gathers input from students, faculty, administrators, and Advisory Board regarding continued
appropriateness of VMV and strategic goals.

•

The IQAC develops new goals, objectives, and action items based on the strategic directions guided by the VMV
and changes in the environment.

•

The IQAC then submits these points to the PRC
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Strategic Goals, Objectives and Action Plan
Strategic Goals (SG)
SCMHRD has identified three distinct strategic goals guide the direction of SCMHRD over the next five years and help
us realize our vision. Through these three goals we aim to enhance our national and international reputation
Goal 1: To achieve and maintain AACSB Accreditation Jan2020 onwards
Goal 2: To be among top 25 Business Schools in NIRF Management School Ranking by 2022 , top 20 by 2025 and
top 15 by 2030
Goal 3: To be ranked among top 500 business schools in Asia by 2025.
Figure 3 : Strategic Goals of SCMHRD

SCMHRD’s Objectives Objective 1: Research Enhancement
To continuously improve the strength in applied research. To be ranked among top 15 in Research and Professional
Practice in NIRF Ranking of Management schools by 2022

Objective 2 : Experiential Learning and Continuous Employability
To develop in students and Executive trainees an ability to adapt to new job demands or shifts in expertise, and
the ability to acquire skills through lateral career moves in varied organizational contexts.

Objective 3: Enhanced Faculty Esteem
To recruit and develop faculty of high esteem in terms of teaching and research credentials. To be ranked among
top 15 in Teaching, Learning & Resources in NIRF Ranking of Management schools by 2022

Objective 4: Enhanced reputation through global and regional branding
To Engage Globally and Regionally for enhanced branding of school. To be ranked among top 25 overall in NIRF
Ranking of Management schools by 2022 and among top 500 Business Schools in Asia ranking by 2025.
Figure 4: Objectives of SCMHRD

Action Plan and Measures
Objective 1: Research Enhancement
Continuous improvement of applied research will impact SCMHRD’s stakeholders positively. It is important for attracting
outstanding scholarly academicians as faculty members and further developing a vibrant research culture. In the last
strategic plan, measures have been taken to improve research climate through initiatives such as addition of databases
like Emerald, EBSCO, JSTOR, Sciencedirect, Sage, Scopus, HBP (Harvard Business Publishing) Cases, Euromonitor,
Prowess, EMIS and Frost & Sullivan. Following are the action plans for Future
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Summary of SCMHRD Publications(2014-2019)

Citations per year

Sourced from Google Scholar and SCOPUS page of SCMHRD

Table 1: Action Plans and Measures of Objective 1
Action Plans
•

•

Identification of research
thrust areas and forming
collaborative groups based
on the common areas of
interest within the school,
University, national and
international level
Extensive research on needs
of the nation and emerging
economies.

Persons
Responsible

Measures

•
Research Advisory
Committee (RAC)
•

Time Line

Faculty will publish only in
ABDC listed or SCOPUS
Indexed Journal

2022

Each faculty will publish
in at least one paper in ‘B’
grade journal or above PRJ
articles per year

2025

Resources

USD 200,000
per year towards
research
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Action Plans

Responsibility

Measures

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Collaborating with
industry partners and
urban local bodies for
consultancy, solving
business problems and
development of cases
which will add value
to both teaching and
applied scholarship.
Reward to selected
faculty researchers
and students with high
research potential with
remission in work load for
an academic semester.
Monetary and nonmonetary support for
research.
Providing state-of-art
research laboratory for
interdisciplinary research.
Increase the monetary
incentives substantially
for publishing in high
impact journals such as A
and A*
Recruit and create a
cluster of international
research professorship
for research mentoring
and collaboration
Furthering student
engagement in Research

•

•

Director, RAC
RCPRC
(Research,
Consultancy,
Project Review
Committee)

•

•
•

Percentage of
participating faculty
producing Intellectual
contributions will
be 100% for all
departments and by
2025.
Percentage of full time
equivalent faculty
producing Intellectual
contributions will
be 100% for all
departments.
Faculty research
portfolio will have
intellectual contribution
concerns in context of
emerging economies
such as sustainability,
internet of things,
corporate governance,
social entrepreneurship,
inclusivity and diversity,
social responsibility,
digital marketing,
business analytics,
infrastructure
development etc.
SCMHRD will achieve an
average of one research
project per year under
external grants and by
2025, each department
will achieve an average
of one research project
per year under external
industrial or government
grants.
Each department will
complete at least one
consultancy project in
the preceding five year
Each year on an
average there will be
at least five intellectual
contributions from
students.

Time Line

Resources

2022

2022

2022
USD 75 thousand
for faculty
development

2025

2022
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Objective 2: Experiential Learning and Continuous Employability
SCMHRD provides business education through ‘learning by doing’ pedagogy which builds the learners’ capability
to perform leadership roles in business and society. This approach develops a responsible behavior as expected
from global citizens. SCMHRD is known for curriculum rigor and engaging pedagogy that enables students’ holistic
development. New initiatives are being undertaken to equip students to face challenges in the future. These will include
technology based innovative learning, field study to solve real life business problems and non-academic activities that
instill social sensitivity, regional understanding and ability to work in teams.
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Table 2: Action Plans and Measures of Objective 2
Action Plans
•

Continuously review educational
programs to ensure that they meet the
current and future needs of industries
by taking stakeholder (faculty, student,
alumni, recruiters) feedback.

Responsibility
Program
Review
Committee

Measures
•

100 % placement
record every year.

•

50% of our students
will be receiving Pre-

•
•

•

Continually use an integrative and
innovative approach in the curriculum
through cases and technology-based
instruction
Continuous mentoring, coaching and
supporting students for participation in
national and international competitions.

Faculty

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

To promote holistic development of
the students through credit or value
added courses on soft skills, leadership
development workshop, life skills, selfmanagement training.
Innovative pedagogy of teaching and
learning process by exposing students
to flipped or blended classroom
experience such as MOOCS developed
by participating faculty members

Co-design programs and modules with
industry partnership that will enhance
technical and managerial skills of
students.
Increased exposure of students
in industrial projects, site visit,
infrastructural development projects

Program
Review
Committee

•

Faculty

Promote faculty participation in
domain specific and technology based
pedagogic ‘train the trainers’ programs
to equip themselves with required
knowledge and skills required in
dynamic business environment

Director

•

Based on Audit of skills in industry,
develop management development
programs for working executives

MDP Team

•

Enhancing global exposure of faculty
and students by sending at least 2-3
faculty and 10-15 students in foreign
Universities under exchange programs

Director

•

•

year,
We will be ranked
in top 10on the
parameter of ‘Graduate
Outcomes’ in NIRF
Management School
Ranking.
Every year 10-15
students will qualify
in international
certification exam.
Every year at least
2students will turn
entrepreneur.
All participating faculty
members will design
and deliver at least
one course on MOOC
platform to facilitate
blended continuous
learning.
Every year there
will be at least
two customized
Management
Development Programs
for senior managers
of clients companies
and at least two open
programs

Time
Line

Resources (estimate)

Ongoing

Annual Placement
Budget: USD 200000

Annual Admission
Budget: USD 600000
2025
Annual Student Welfare
Budget USD 400000

2020

Ongoing

Faculty Development
Budget USD 60000

Budget on
Internationalization USD
120000

In the first 5-year
review of AACSB
Reaccreditation
SCMHRD will be
sustain alignment with
standard on Executive
Development (standard
14)
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Objective 3: Enhanced Faculty Esteem
SCMHRD has diverse mix of faculty who have both scholarly achievements and industry experiences. Gender ratio of
members hold Doctoral degrees. We also have distinguished international visiting faculty as supporting faculty. Faculty
members across departments have won national and international rewards and recognition have continuously given
high research output.

Table 3: Action Plans and Measures of Objective 3
Action Plans
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Source doctoral faculty from leading
academic institutions as full time
faculty time specially for Infrastructure
Development and Management
Program.
Engage faculty of high research
credentials from leading European,
USA and Australian Universities as
supporting faculty and for mentoring
junior full-time faculty with research
potential.
Create a well-defined induction
program for fast integration of newly
joined faculty members with high
research potential to the Symbiosis
culture.
Facilitate mentoring of junior faculty
members by HODs or other senior
faculty members.
Reward and recognize faculty members
who use innovative teaching pedagogy
and show continuously high teaching
productivity in terms of quality and
quantity of teaching
Incentivize outstanding research as
evidenced by publication in ‘A’ category
national and international journals.
Each faculty will participate in one
international conference per year.
There will be a transparent and
objective faculty performance
evaluation system in place for all
annual promotions and increments and
confirmation which will be reviewed
annually based on external and internal
environment and to ensure an attractive
career path of faculty members

Responsibility

Measures

•

•
Director,
Deputy
Director
Faculty-incharge of
Recruitment

•

•

Each full time faculty
member will have
enhanced research
portfolio in terms
of quality PRJ
publications (A*, A and
B Grades), Consultancy,
research grants and
awards & recognition
All faculty members
deployed will have
students’ feedback
level of at least 6 on a
scale of 1 to 10.
By 2022, we will
have at least 90%
participating Doctoral
faculty members
across departments &
programs and by 2025
it will be 100%.
By 2025, all full time
faculty members will
have participated
in one international
conference/ faculty
development program.

Time
Line

Resources (estimate)

2022

2022

USD 100000

2025
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Objective 4: Enhanced reputation through global and regional branding
A global focus is one of the major goals of this strategic plan. Every year about 30 non- resident Indian students from
15 nations all over the world join our programs. Besides, SCMHRD has students from Nepal and Afghanistan. SCMHRD’s
faculty team comprises of a few supporting faculty members from foreign Universities. Some full time faculty are
PhDs/ Post Docs from foreign Universities. Their experiences bring in the global flavor in the class discussion. Besides,
the Exchange Programs with various foreign universities provide opportunity to some faculty and students to have
global exposure. At regional level we have participated in developmental and infrastructural projects (example: Pune
Smart City) with local urban bodies such as Pune Municipal Commission, Pune Metropolitan Regional Development
Authority and RITES5. We also participated in social projects with NGOs such as Snehalay6 and Sayali7 and local
schools for underprivileged children. We will continue with our internationalization and localization process.
Academy of International Business
(India Chapter) at SCMHRD

Table 4: Action Plans and Measures of Objective 4
Action Plans

Responsibility

Measures
•

•

•

•

We will increase the number of
MOUs with foreign Universities
from current 3 to at least 10
Universities across the globe by
2025.
We will increase the duration
and level of engagements
with urban local bodies every
succeeding year.
We will expand the scope, level
and duration of engagement
in social responsibility projects
every succeeding year

•
Director,
Deputy
Director,
Heads of the
Departments

•

•
•

SCMHRD will be ranked in
top 10 on the parameter of
‘Outreach & Inclusivity’ in NIRF
Management School Ranking.
SCMHRD will be ranked in
top 15 on the parameter
of ‘Perception’ in NIRF
Management School Ranking.
All full time faculty members
will have participated in one
international conference/
faculty development program.
We will be ranked among top
25 overall in NIRF Ranking of
Management schools
We will be ranked among top
500 Business Schools in Asia
ranking by 2025.

Time Line

Resources
(estimate)

2022

2022

By 2022

By 2025
By 2025

RITES Ltd., a Government of India Enterprise was established in 1974, under the aegis of Indian Railways.
Snehalay working for rehabilitation of women and children rescued from trafficking
7
Sayali a NGO working for development of differently abled children and women
5
6
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Time Line for Action Items
Table 5: Time Line for Action Plans
Time Line

Action Items

June

Departments develop strategic goals and objectives and forward
them to Strategic Planning Committee. The departments solicit input
for action items from faculty, alumni and industry experts.

July

Program Review Committee reviews and recommends changes/
modification in program related strategic goals and objectives. The
action items on Program are then forwarded to Symbiosis Society.

September-October

Advisory Committee reviews VMV and goals and objectives.

November

Internal Quality Assurance Cell conducts reviews feasibility of action
items

December

IQAC solicits input for annual VMV and strategic goal review from
Departments, alumni, students.

December

Department-wise Academic Review Committee meet again to review
and suggest for changes, if any, in the VMV or strategic goals and
objectives and plan department budgets

January

Director finalizes Action Item list for next academic year. Director
presents budget request to Symbiosis Society

February-March

Action Items for academic year are presented to faculty at faculty
meeting. Any changes in the VMV and/or strategic goals and
objectives are presented for faculty vote

March

Final Report on Progress is prepared by IQAC
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